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Enforcing and Challenging Intellectual 
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1. Introduction and Aim of the Session “Patent Drafting 
Strategies” 
Inventions are intellectual property, which may be turned into cash. One of the ways to profitably 
exploit inventions is the application of a patent or utility model (The following mainly addresses 
patents. However, mutatis mutandis, the further considerations also apply to utility models.).The first 
step is drafting a patent application.  

Drafting a patent application is one of the most important and simultaneously one of the most difficult 
steps on the way to turning an invention into cash. Both in law offices and in industry, patent 
applications are often drafted by younger and hardly experienced employees.  

A patent attorney dealing with infringement litigation or license contracts is often held in higher 
esteem than he who drafts patent applications. This assessment is economically wrong. Drafting a 
patent application is as difficult a task as drafting a patent infringement complaint; often it even sets 
higher requirements on creativity and technical understanding. Generally, a patent application starts on 
an empty sheet of paper. The finished product, however, is the decisive basis for all further steps of the 
invention's economic exploitation, from license and know-how contracts to infringement litigation. In 
contrast, an infringement suit is based on an existing patent, i.e. its basis is defined.  

Analogously, this is true for a license agreement.  

There is no "perfect patent application". This ideal would require to completely know both the 
invention with all its conceivable examples and modifications, and the prior art, as well as to have the 
ability to foresee future developments. This, however, is neither possible, nor is the work affordable to 
completely optimize a patent application even with regard to only one of said partial aspects. No-one 
can review the entire relevant prior art of a patent application. It is also impossible to gather and record 
all variations of an invention and all possible forms of use. Therefore, the present seminar can only 
communicate approaches for getting closer to this ideal and for avoiding cardinal errors, which will be 
rued bitterly at the latest when trying to assert the granted patent. This approximation to the optimum 
can always only be done within the framework given by the company, respectively client, both with 
regard to the available time and costs.  

In this seminar, the legal background against which a patent application is drafted will not be discussed 
in detail. Explanations of the Patent Act's details can e.g. be found in the relevant literature and are not 
this seminar's focus. Also, the following explanations should not be understood as being a manual for 
successfully passing Part A of the Qualifying Examination as representative at the European Patent 
Office.  

Instead, based on the experience of a multitude of infringement procedures and application procedures, 
this seminar aims to supply detailed hints for obtaining an optimized protection for the inventor's 
intellectual property with a patent application, considering the limited possible input.  
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For the purpose of deepening, the following considerations are accompanied by the detailed example 
“goal keeper glove”. During the seminar, this is to enable the seminar participants to perform the 
individual steps of drafting the patent application and in particular for wording the independent claims 
along an invention from the field of simple mechanics. This example is based on an actual patent 
which is to be asserted against various “copies” of the underlying invention. The comparison between 
the patent claims drafted by the seminar participants and real embodiments which appeared on the 
market makes it possible to exemplarily examine the strengths and weaknesses of the chosen claim 
wordings.  

2. First questions
It is a patent application's aim to formulate an individual technical idea or a technical complex of ideas 
such that the patent application may lead to a maximal protection for the covered invention (or 
inventions) in each and any country or region of the world. Whether this is actually successful depends 
on the course of the examination procedure(s), in particular on the prior art. The patent application, 
however, is the foundation on which all further developments are based (cf. e.g. Art. 123 (2) EPC).  

Decades of experience led to the sequence of thoughts and reviews, questions and answers, tests and 
examinations suggested in the following. Generally, drafting the patent claims and the patent 
description starts way too early. In particular, it is often overlooked to check whether an application is 
possible or desirable at all.  

2.1 Is it possible to apply? 
It is a deadly sin to treat this chapter stepmotherly. Entire companies have been built on foundations of 
clay since this question's relevant components had not or not sufficiently been examined. In brief: Is it 
(still) possible at all that the applicant is granted a legally valid patent for the technical idea or 
complexes of ideas to be protected under a given situation?   

The important first examination, whether legal obstacles make it impossible to obtain a patent, 
comprises two entirely different complexes: 

• Has the invention already been published by the inventor (directly or indirectly)? Is there 
therefore a lack of novelty or at least unobviousness? 

• Is the applicant entitled to apply at all? 

The aspects connected to these two complexes will be explained in the following:  

Prior publication or prior use  

Has the invention been published by the inventor (directly or indirectly)? For every invention, the 
inventor and - in the best case - also the employees and co-inventors of the inventor have to be asked 
this question. This is often ignored.  

Examples of aspects which absolutely ought to be clarified in the conversation with the inventor(s):  

i) Oral or written prior publication 
Has the application been published anywhere by the inventor or a third party, both in writing or 
documents? May it have been published in the inventor's doctor thesis (Protective rights are not 
seldomly destroyed by such prior publications)?   
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Has the invention been published anywhere by the inventor or a third party orally, e.g. in a lecture? 
Has a manuscript been handed out at this lecture? Is there an older application disclosing the 
invention?  

It is particularly important for the examination of this kind of prior publication that the inventor, 
respectively his team, are prompted to communicate to the attorney also all such prior publications 
which are very close to the invention since these are often the closest prior art of the invention. The 
inventor must never examine on his own whether a prior publication leads to a lack of novelty or is 
only close to the invention and only relates to the evaluation of the inventive step.  

ii) Commercial and/or public prior use of the invention  
This has to be examined very exactly since, under European law, any kind of publication of the 
invention may destroy novelty; even in the U.S., a commercial use of your own invention, even if still 
secret, may question the legal validity of a patent application filed more than a year later.  

Generally, the smaller the company the larger the danger that problems are existing. Happy to finally 
hold the new product's prototype in hands, the Managing Director visits the customer and discloses the 
invention without any non-disclosure agreement. The next day's patent application can no longer lead 
to a legally valid patent in Europe and in most countries of the world, apart from the U.S. The 
corresponding questions are always awkward for the inventors and their Manager; nevertheless, they 
are to be asked in order to fully comprehend the possible protection available under a given situation.  

If the invention has been published previously, proceed as follows:  

a. Keep your calm, but summarize quickly and act correctly 

If a prior publication of the invention took place e.g. several months ago and if there is clearly no 
secrecy obligation, neither from an explicit obligation nor due to certain special circumstances, it is 
simply no longer possible to obtain a valid patent in many countries. However, the examination 
whether everything has been published previously or whether the surplus may still justify an 
application is generally not particularly urgent.  

The extreme case of an invention-disclosing lecture directly before the patent application is filed is 
instructive: Since one day is indivisible in most legal systems subjected to the absolute novelty term, a 
lecture at eight o'clock in the morning is not prior art for a patent application filed at ten o'clock in the 
evening. Vice versa, a lecture taking place at eight o'clock in the evening is prior art even if the patent 
application is dropped at the Patent Office at one o'clock in the morning.  

However, even if the patent attorney finds out in the conversation with his inventor in Munich at one 
o'clock in the night that he had completely disclosed his invention yesterday in a lecture with an 
extensive manuscript, all is not lost even for Europe! Since it is only seven o'clock in the evening of 
yesterday's date in Washington D.C.. The manuscript (maybe there is a drafted patent application) may 
be faxed or emailed to Washington - or, if even more time is required, to a Hawaii office - so that the 
application day in the U.S. may be obtained which corresponds to the day of the prior publication. 
Thus, the lecture and the manuscript do not even contradict a later application in Europe, claiming said 
US priority.  

This date shift may also be used for rescuing lost priorities. If the patent attorney awakes at one o'clock 
in the night, drenched in sweat, and realizes that he missed the priority expiring yesterday, he still may 
try to file a PCT application in Washington. He may have to assign the application to obtain the 
application entitlement, but such an assignment and a corresponding re-assignment is generally only a 
minor ill, compared to the lost priority.  
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b. Consider national or international alternatives  

Much too often, inexperienced inventors or managers do not think far enough. They throw in the towel 
when it turns out for example that their invention was obviously used earlier. They ignore that, besides 
patent protection, e.g. Germany has the utility model with a 6 months' preclusive period for novelty for 
which only domestic prior use is relevant (cf. § 3 section (1) Utility Model Act). In other legal 
systems, a patent may even be legally valid over own obvious prior use. The most important examples: 

• U.S.: The invention's publication by the inventor is only prior art if it is older than one year; 
even prior uses by printed publications within one year prior to the application do no harm (cf. 
35 USC 102 (b)). 

• Similar to the German utility model, there are both a six months' preclusive period to novelty in 
Japan and a legal regulation according to which only domestic obvious prior use is prejudicial 
as to novelty. Thus, an obvious prior use in Germany is not a patent obstacle in Japan for two 
reasons. Accordingly, a patent application in Japan is well worth-while. 

• There is a number of other countries with preclusive periods to novelty so that it is absolutely 
to be recommended to talk to an experienced patent expert in situations like the ones described 
in order to find out whether all has been lost. 

Filing entitlement 
Is the inventor/applicant authorized to file? In particular in smaller and medium-sized companies, this 
question is often overlooked with often truculent consequences for the legal validity of a patent-to-be. 
There are three large complexes under which the inventor, respectively applicant, is not entitled to 
apply for a patent:  

a) opposing contractual obligation 

b) unlawful usurpation 

c) abandoned third-party invention 

In detail: 

To a) Contractual obligations 
In any case where the inventor is an employee, it is to be checked whether he is authorized to apply for 
a patent or whether only his employer is entitled. If, for example, an application programmer working 
in the chemical industry approaches a patent attorney with the invention of a new technical computer 
program for controlling the course of a process, the attorney has to question and - if required - 
elucidate him on the following aspects: 

• Is it a “service invention” or a “free invention”? 
• Is the invention still to be communicated (“reported”) to the employer? Has the period for the 

employer to claim the invention already expired? 

Inventions of employees are almost always service inventions. In this case, the attorney has to advise 
the client that an application is opposed by the legal obstacle that he may file but is legally obligated to 
inform the employer of the invention so that he may decide whether he wants to lay claim to the 
invention or to affranchise the invention.  

On the contrary, the patent attorney has to elucidate the Managing Director of a Limited Liability 
Company, approaching him with the Research Manager's research report, of the required actions under 
the German Law Relating to Inventions of Employees, in particular of the necessity of laying claim to 
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the invention in writing; otherwise the employer is not entitled to apply for a patent. Under German 
law, there is no automatic transfer of the invention from the employed inventor to the employer. This 
is a surprise for many foreign companies with German subsidiaries where patents are managed by the 
foreign parent company.  

For example, the expiration of the four-months' term for laying a written claim to the invention is 
generally not yet a disaster if the employee is still employed with the employer. As a rule, the formal 
deficiency may be healed with a simple contract, agreeing that the invention with all rights, including 
the right to claim priorities from corresponding patent applications, is transferred to the employer, and 
that this invention is to be treated as a claimed service invention (best, the description and the drawings 
of the patent application are attached to the contract). With such an agreement, the missed period for 
laying claim is virtually "healed". However, there is no right to the employee's conclusion of such a 
contract.  

It is another typical situation that the employer knows of the invention and may already draft/have 
drafted a patent application with his employed inventor's support before a formal notification by the 
inventor has been made. It is important in this case to bring to mind that the employer may already 
claim the invention (in writing!) prior to the formal notification of the invention by the employee to 
ensure his rights. Such in-advance claim has for example a particular importance if it begins to show 
that an employee will leave the company very soon and if it is impossible to clarify in the short 
remaining time which inventions have already been duly communicated by the employee and whether 
the claiming period has already started.  

In connection with the Law Relating to Inventions of Employees, the advising attorney often meets a 
conflict which he has to consider when handling orders. If the attorney's client is for example a 
Limited Liability Company and the Managing Director approaches him to find out about his rights as 
an employed inventor, the attorney has to clarify very exactly whether he may counsel him. The 
attorney can of course check the award to inventors for his client, the Limited Liability Company. 
However, he has to pay much attention to the fact that he is to represent the Limited Liability 
Company's interest and not the Managing Director's one. This conflicting interest becomes even 
apparent if the inventor casually inquires about his claims to inventor's award, having discussed the 
details of the planned patent application with the attorney.  

The right to file a patent application may also result from a contract, e.g. a license agreement. Another 
possibility is the authorization to file the patent application solely on the basis of the transfer of the 
rights to the invention. In all such cases, both the applicant and the attorney are well advised to check 
the underlying contract as to whether it actually grants the right to file this very invention for the 
applicant. There are often large unclarities here, with regard to the actual legal concession as well as 
with regard to the technical definition of the object involved.  

b) Unlawful usurpation

It is always worth-while to have the inventor, respectively applicant, briefly explain how the invention 
happened. It is not rare that one finds that the invention is somebody else's idea. In particular in 
supplier/ purchaser cooperations (e.g. in the motor-vehicle industry), the customers often consider the 
supplier's inventions as their own inventions.  

It is important to elucidate the customer as the client of the situation and to explain to him that he may 
not be entitled to apply for a patent. However, a business solution can most often be found, be it as a 
license agreement, be it as a long-term purchase obligation. A transfer of the rights to the invention to 
the customer is of course also possible. Then, he is authorized to file.  
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c) Abandoned third-party invention

This is a strange but not-so-rare exception. If somebody reports an invention to someone else and says 
that he had abandoned said invention since he considered it not to be economically usable or since he 
considered it not to be inventive, the other person can still not file this invention for himself. Contrary 
to an abandoned chattel (the bicycle thrown into the Duna river), the third party cannot pick up the 
"discarded" invention and file it for himself. The legal transfer of rights or a legal possibility misses. 
Only if the third party has the inventor assign the rights to the invention to him, he becomes entitled to 
apply for a patent. 
  
2.2 Time frame for drafting a patent application 
If the above considerations have let to the recommendation of a patent application, drafting and filing 
the application, which naturally takes a certain time, is to be carefully coordinated with applicant's 
business operation.  

Most countries having the first-applicant principle, i.e. he, who filed the first application is granted the 
patent in case of two applications for the same subject matter; therefore, the application has to be filed 
quickly. This also holds true in case of a first application in the U.S. where the first-inventor principle 
applies. All later applications for this invention in the rest of the world are subject to the first-applicant 
principle; the U.S. inventor only enjoys the priority of his first application date at the USPTO, not the 
often much earlier invention day. This is often ignored by US applicants, with fatal consequences for 
the legal validity of the later-dated subsequent applications. The inventor's lecture at the conference 
one week prior to the US filing is no prior art for the U.S., but it is for Europe and many other 
countries of the world.  

Concluding a non-disclosure agreement with the customer can often solve the conflict between the 
time required for drafting a patent application and the seller's desire to present the new product to the 
customer tomorrow. It may only be a very brief document (two lines). However, customers, in 
particular large customers, are extremely hesitant to sign non-disclosure agreements. In such cases, a 
very shortlived non-disclosure agreement often helps. If e.g. a customer is asked to keep the subject 
matter and the associated information secret for three months, this also ought to be possible for a large 
company. The term's expiration is of course to be recorded exactly and the patent application has to be 
filed at the Patent Office prior to the expiration. 

However, it is even better to conclude a non-disclosure agreement until the publication of the patent 
application.  

If the customer is not even willing to sign a non-disclosure agreement with a very short term, the only 
resort is to only show him a "black box", i.e. only to show him the results as far as they do not disclose 
the invention. However, there is an increased risk of loss of rights involved. The customer may 
recognize the invention only from the functions' results or at least find it out with a certain amount of 
work. In such a case, not even the "black box" ought to be shown.  

If a pre-publication of the invention cannot be avoided, e.g. because the pre-publishing Research 
Manager does not think much of patents and is the superior of the Patent Department's Manager, it 
always should be checked whether a subsequent application can be filed in countries with a preclusive 
period for novelty. The possibility of a utility model and the inventor-friendly regulations in the U.S. 
and in Japan were already pointed out.  

3. The first try
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3.1. Get a first understand 
Now, the decision has been made to draft a patent application. Before anything is written down, the 
first step in drafting a patent application has to be to understand the invention. One has to understand 
the concrete example, the concrete drawing of an embodiment, a particular recipe, the DNA sequence, 
the microorganism, the particular algorithm, the steps of a process, i.e. the preferred embodiment of 
the later patent application. It is not yet necessary to consider extension possibilities, scope of 
protection or the like. Only a limited amount of time may be used to understand the invention in this 
sense. This time will be the shorter, the better the inventor explains his invention and the more 
technically educated the patent attorney is.  

On the basis of this understanding, most courses start to discuss claim wordings. It is this seminar's 
explicit recommendation not to formulate any claims yet. Experience shows that the author of claims 
falls in love with his own words; he so-to-say puts himself onto fixed intellectual tracks and has not 
evaluated the invention earlier with an open mind. Deadly sins are often committed since categories 
are forgotten because initial wordings are maintained and in particular because the invention is not 
sufficiently considered with open results.  

Instead, words, terms and contents ought to be written down in a limited time but not in whole 
sentences. Recommended are a confuse instead of an orderly collection of ideas, scribbling instead of 
writing, sketching instead of drawing. In the best case, this happens during the discussion with the 
inventor without a strict outline of the questions. 

The result is a relatively orderless collection of words and ideas, of notes and sketches. Two 
particularly important approaches ought to be kept in mind from the outset:  

•  When jotting down a word, one always ought to think of a more generic term and a more 
specific term in order to deliberate the different definition depths of terms and to record them. 
It may be that one thinks of an ideal word in this early phase. Artificial words, i.e. words that 
one invents himself, are also part thereof. 
 
Often, the jurisdiction allows the inventor to be his own lexicographer1. Therefore, he may not 
only define existing terms different than usual, but he may also invent entirely new words. 
Sometimes, this can be very helpful if such creations automatically cause a certain association.  

  

• Negative elements are particularly powerful means of definition. If a captain claims "Vienna", 
this may suffice his strategy, but it is clearly less than if a definition "not Paris" claims almost 
the entire world. Since the latter case grants him Vienna, but in addition almost everything else. 
Correspondingly, the Examining Authorities do not like negative elements. However, they are 
not forbidden and in rare cases, the negative elements are actually core technical features, e.g. 
if an alloy is to be "free of manganese". 
 
The further important advantage of negative elements is an almost natural argumentation in 
favor of unobviousness. If a reference or a group of references always contains manganese in 
the alloy, one will hardly be able to argue that it had been obvious to leave the manganese out.  

During this phase of first shaping, the patent application author's activity equals that of a minor 
digging for jewels. He digs through the inventor's brain, his documents and research reports. The cases 
in which there is actually only one invention are relatively rare. 
  
When digging for the inventions, the jewels, one starts with the narrowest invention as one has 
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detected and understood it. This starting point therefore comprises the specific examples, the sketch of 
the device, the first model. Moreover, the closest prior art is used as a reference point during the search 
for further or broader inventions. The following digging tools ought to be considered:  

Generally, the invention in its closest sense contains a combination of numerous narrowly defined 
elements. Each of these elements, however, may be an invention on its own. Therefore, it is always 
necessary to consider whether the individual technical element in connection with a very general 
description of the remaining subject matter is an invention.  

Early in the German practice, there were efforts according to which a patent claim had to contain a so-
called "complete" teaching for technical activity. This was always an erroneous teaching. Patent claims 
only have to define the invention such that the core of the invention is sufficiently clear for the skilled 
person.  

In some cases, an individual word may define the subject matter of the invention and be the claim. An 
example is the US patent 4,341,715 (Enclosure A1). The entire set of claims is a word for a new 
chemical composition. This composition appears to be relatively narrow in its protective range, yet it is 
the only suitable means since its particular effect is lost if one atom in one or the other substitution is 
changed. It is an admittedly rare case, which, however, one should keep in mind when searching for 
inventions and wording patent claims.  

Besides individual features which may already be an invention on their own, subcombinations of the 
feature combination originally explained by the inventor have frequently an inventive character. These 
sub-combinations are found by leaving out individual features from the definition of the narrowest 
invention, i.e. the specific example, until only the skeleton or the core of the invention remains. Thus, 
too tight an adhesion to the concrete embodiment is later avoided when wording the claims.  

If the invention is an article which is a commercial product of applicant, particular attention ought to 
be paid. There is the danger that the patent attorney and the client are both content with a claim since it 
describes the commercial product. Such a limitation in particular during the phase of the first shaping 
is particularly dangerous. As a rule, such a situation ends with too narrow a claim wording. During this 
collection, this digging process, one must not restrict oneself to the applicant's commercial products or 
corresponding feature combinations neither with regard to the different claim categories nor with 
regard to the feature combination.  

When looking for further inventions, one may by no means allow oneself to be restricted by the 
jurisdiction to indirect patent infringements. This jurisdiction helps in certain situations to also catch 
him as a patent infringer who only supplies means for realizing the invention, yet this protection is far 
narrower than the protection of a patent claim directed to these means themselves. In particular the 
required subjective side of the indirect patent infringement and the exculpation possibility by a hint are 
grave limitations of the protection via indirect patent infringement. Therefore, the collection of 
inventive subject matters always ought to cover such ones which would be considered as indirect 
patent infringement of the invention in the narrower sense.  

A good example for this situation is the case "Bewehrungsanordnung" (reinforcement arrangement) 
(German patent 973 001, Enclosure A2). Here, the reinforcement arrangement, consisting of 
superimposing mats according to figures 1, 2, and 3, was claimed. The individual reinforcement mat, 
inventively having different rod thicknesses or rod strengths at the edge, was not claimed. Of course, a 
claim directed to this individual reinforcement mat would have been just as patentable as the claim for 
the entire reinforcement arrangement.  
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In particular younger patent referees often lack the boldness to show their ignorance. Often, they have 
graduated from university with excellent certificates; maybe they even have some years of technical 
practice and cooperate with an inventor, mostly a technician or colleague, in drafting a patent 
application. Now, they do not want to reveal their ignorance to this technician and therefore avoid 
questions that might show that they do not understand the matter at least almost as good as the inventor 
himself. However, questions often trigger the inventor to think further, to develop further inventions, 
to conceive of further embodiments and the like. Moreover, every inventor knows or has to be told that 
a patent practitioner, a patent attorney or the employee in a patent department can of course not be on 
the same level of technical knowledge as the inventor.  

Therefore, it is necessary that every patent practitioner has this boldness to show ignorance, i.e. the 
boldness to tell the inventor that he knows less, maybe much less, on this field than the inventor. Only 
then is it possible to use the entire potential knowledge of the inventor to optimize the patent 
application. Apparently simple questions frequently caused inventors to further creative ideas; 
sometimes, they even made arise what finally showed to be the invention's kick.  

3.2 The main methods of expansion 
Besides the explained creative digging for other inventions, structured considerations are also made 
here. The expansion of the extent of the invention's definition can mainly be done according to the 
following three methods:  

3.2.1 Generalization 
A generalization replaces the narrower definition, the narrower term, by the broader definition, the 
broader term; it replaces species by genus: 
  

examples : 

screwed on => affixed in a torque-proof way => affixed => arranged 

Cl- => halogenide => anion 

transistor => switch => signal combination 

3.2.2 Leaving out features 
This is the method explained above in connection with subcombinations. By leaving out features 
which are not essential for the invention, broader definitions are generated.  

3.3.3 Change of category - change of subject matter 
Most patent applications have the largest deficiencies here. Often, the conceptual work of the patent 
practitioner stops at a sufficiently broad definition of the subject matter as distributed or used by his 
client or employer. Of course, it is not always necessary to claim all conceivable categories, in 
particular if this achieves no significantly broader protection, but (foreseeable) objections of the 
Examining Division may cause considerable additional costs. But it is also wrong on the contrary to 
consider uniformity only due to the possibility of additional costs and thus to limit the range of 
protection extremely, probably without any chance for relief.  

The following groups of categories are often possible as invention groups or at least claim groups:  

a) Intermediate product - final product - application product 
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This is a classical situation in particular for pharmaceuticals. The intermediate product often defines a 
not-yet effective chemical composition, which, however, is necessary passed during the production of 
the drug. It will often be even worth-while to claim this intermediate product if it is done in a separate 
patent. Of course, the final product, i.e. the effective pharmaceutical substance, is always claimed. 
Purposefully, the application product, i.e. the galenically defined administration form also ought to be 
claimed. This application form is often the commercial product; thus, in an infringement procedure, it 
is the product with which claims for compensation of damages and for cease and desist are associated 
if a corresponding claim exists. Similar facts are true for semi-conductor products. The uncut and the 
unfinished processed wafer ought to be claimed. The individual chip may be claimed and finally the 
component molded into plastic.  

b) New product - new use - production method 

As a matter of cause, each method to a new product's production is also new since the product would 
otherwise be inherently anticipated by known methods. In the same way, every use, in particular every 
method of use of the new product is new.  

c) New production method - new product - new use - new device  

In the case of a new method, it is often ignored that a new product is made. Sometimes, this new 
product only differs by the by-products or the contamination. This, however, may be the corresponding 
economic value, e.g. if the new method leads to a directly applicable material since it is free of a 
certain contamination X. Doubtlessly, the product defined by the negative feature "free of X" is a 
further embodiment of the invention. Often, new devices are used in new methods, in particular if 
these are mechanical processing methods, e.g. extrusion methods or the like. The use of such products 
produced by a new method may be done in a new way. For example, the further processing of such a 
product may be done by leaving out formerly required intermediate processing or purification steps. 
An embodiment of the invention may already be very broad by the mentioned use of negative features.  

Claiming embodiments of an invention in different categories frequently allows changing the width of 
the subject matter's definition. A new production method can mostly be used broader than the 
definition of the method product. The same considerations apply for the association of intermediate 
product - final product, device - method.  

It is often ignored that subject matters of the same category are inventions to be claimed 
independently. A good example is the alreadymentioned reinforcement-arrangement patent (Enclosure 
A2). If a device consists of several partial devices combined in a particular way into the narrowest 
subject matter, i.e. the complete device, it is almost always possible to define and claim individual 
partial devices as an embodiment of the invention. This is a consideration known to most patent 
practitioners from the field of chemistry; it is practiced in the form of intermediate product/final 
product claims and discussed in the literature.2  

However, this consideration is just as important for mechanical inventions and in the field of electrical 
engineering. In the case of mechanical inventions, the checking consideration for replacements may 
often lead to the suitable definition of further embodiments of the invention. If a certain component or 
group of components of an overall device is e.g. subjected to particular wear, it is often possible and 
required to have claims for such subject matters. Otherwise, without such claims, one is endangered of 
only covering the most lucrative business, often the spare-parts business, via the weak means of 
indirect patent infringement. A classical example is the invention of a new print head for an ink-jet 
printer. Here, independent claims have to be directed to the printer as well as to the print head itself.  
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Partial circuits of a certain functionality, in particular for realizing certain algorithms, may be claimed 
separately in the case of electrical inventions. The same is true for sections of technical computer 
programs.  

Of course, the raw definition of this first shaping must always be measured on the closest prior art. The 
words or the combination of words are only possible for later claim wordings if they are novel over the 
prior art. Vice versa, in the case of independent inventions, different categories and the like, i.e. later 
independent claims, it is always to be examined whether the respective definitions require the same 
features or whether a broader wording is possible.  

3.3 Intermediate result 
As a result of this first shaping, a quasi amorphous catalogue of words, definitions, sketches, ideas, 
sentence fragments etc. exists. Now, a patent application can be drafted from this mass together with 
the narrowest description of the invention. Of course, it will often become necessary to check back 
with the inventor. Each such consultation will further the patent application's quality and is to be 
recommended..  

EXERCISE

An individual inventor approaches you, telling the following tale: 

„My name is Mr. Smart. I am a design engineer with a motor vehiclesupplier. We produce plastic parts 
for the passenger compartment of motor vehicles. My favorite hobby is soccer.  

My best friend, Olli, is our team's goalkeeper. Last weekend, Olli was unlucky. The other team's striker 
fired from only 7 meters distance in the upper left corner. Olli stretched and just about guided the ball 
over the bar with his middle and ring fingers. But that had consequences! The ball was wet and heavy 
with rain and had such momentum that it broke Olli both fingers. Now, Olli has to pause for two 
months.  

Yesterday, the whole team was at our local Q1 until 1 a.m. to comfort Olli, who was also there with his 
plastered hand. Short after midnight, when we were just thinking through with Verena, our waitress, 
over our last beer, how something like that could be prevented from happening again, we had the 
following idea:  

The back of the goalkeeper gloves ought to be made of a flexible material of tensile strength. For 
example, we have such expansion- and tear-proof tissues in our company. Then, a layer of separate, 
hard, rectangular hard-plastic elements is adhered thereto. We have drawn the following sectional 
drawing of the glove's back onto the beer mat in the Q1:
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 The kick is that, due to the flexible inner tissue, the glove does not resist bending in the gripping 
direction (drawn-through arrows). Olli can still catch as reliably as until now. In the other direction 
(dashed arrows), the front surfaces of the rectangular plastic element abut so that the glove cannot be 
bent backwards since the tissue does not expand. Therefore, the glove's back would actively support 
Olli's hand and he would not break anything anymore. We also sketched on another beer mat how the 
glove would have to look from top:
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It would be best for the rectangular plastic elements to cover the entire glove's back; then, Olli can 
even fist-punch the ball better in future since the hard plastic elements make the ball bounce back 
better. 
   

There is no such goalkeeper glove util now. The things have all kinds of cushioning and coatings to 
better catch wet balls but I never saw one like that. Unfortunately, I left the beer mats at the Q1. So I 
made the above drawings again this morning from memory. When I told my boss in the company of the 
idea - he immediately copied the drawings because he also thinks the concept is super -, he murmured 
something of patent applications. Apparently, he himself filed a couple of patent applications, earlier, 
when out company still made plastic devices for gardening; he is a hobby gardener and knows the 
ropes particularly well.  

Therefore, I wanted to ask you, Mr. Attorney, whether this goalkeeper glove can be protected 
somehow. Please consider the matter and call me sometime next week whether something may come 
off it."  

Exercises: 

1. What questions need to be asked of Mr. Smart? 
2. What terms are to be taken into account? 
3. Set up a list of keywords to prepare the claim wording for the present invention 

4. Wording the patent claims
It is natural for every patent practitioner, but two general notes be allowed in advance nevertheless: 

• The claim serves for the protected subject matter's definition. The more logically "AND"ed 
features a claim has, the lesser its range of protection. 

• The claims have to define the invention's subject matter such that it is limited against the prior 
art. 

4.1. Moment of wording 
Some patent practitioners write the description first, then the claims. We recommend starting with the 
claims and drafting the description thereafter. This is not necessary, but facilitates the conceptual 
separation into decisive and less decisive elements of the invention and the corresponding construction 
of the description.  

4.2. Main claim 
Ideally, the main claim, respectively every independent claim ought to have a starting subject existing 
in the prior art together with exactly one further feature, which at least makes this subject matter novel 
over the prior art, i.e. distinguishes them.  

Also in the two-partite wording of a patent claim as generic term (known) and characterizing part 
(new), the features in the generic term are part of the definition of the protected subject matter and 
restrict the claim's range of protection just as much as features in the characterizing part. Infringement 
procedures do not differentiate between those two claim parts anyway.  

Therefore, as little features as possible ought to be taken into the generic term or, more generally, into 
the definition of what is known from the prior art, and only such ones which are absolutely inevitable 
for the invention's realization. The shorter claim is the broader claim. 
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The claim is not a shopping list of protected elements. This is often ignored and the generic term, only 
describing the prior art, is much too long.  

Moreover, there is no reason to already word the claim in the two partite form in the patent application, 
since the prior art is not completely known at that time. Experience shows that an integral wording 
leads to more restraint in including features, in particular if they are broken down like in an analysis of 
features and if technically purposefully connected aspects are not divided into allegedly known and 
new aspects. During the further examination, after the entire prior art has been disclosed, a two-partite 
re-wording of the claim may be sensible and is then often explicitly demanded by the Examiners of the 
EPO, referring to Rule 29 EPC. There is no advantage in making such division already at the time of 
application. 

An example from practice:  

"Chloride" was known in the prior art, the invention was "bromide". The genus "halogenide", covering 
both chloride and bromide, was not known from the prior art. A claim with "halogenide" as the generic 
term should not be formulated in any case. Since this quasi shortens the step between prior art and 
invention by representing a generalization as being known which is in fact already a first, possibly 
decisive, conceptual step to the invention. Such very general generic terms entail a particular danger in 
the U.S.; there, it is not possible to claim later of such a claim that the chosen generic term had not 
actually been prior art. One is bound to this representation.  

Also for this reason, it is highly recommended to show claims as a functional analysis of features, and 
not in the old two-partite German form.  

Most features in claims are defined by one or more words. Interpretation uncertainties are inherent to 
them. One can coin new words and try to give these creations a sufficiently broad definition in the 
description. However, the danger applies that apparently harmless features may entail enormous 
restrictions and enormous interpretation problems. Therefore, it is recommended to inquire in 
particular the meaning of technical words which initially appear to be entirely clear.  

Examples: 

Solvent: No chemist has problems with this word. However, the term may be extremely unclear and 
require a detailed definition. 

  

Attachment: 

An apparently clear word. However, the meaning may be decisive: An absolute 
attachment, i.e. also preventing a rotation of the parts against each other, or only an 
attachment avoiding a linear displacement. 

  

Having drafted the claims, at least every independent claim is to be subjected to three relevant 
suitability tests. The first test is the infringer test. It inquires whether an infringement of this claim is 
possible at all. The second test is the range-of-protection test. It is checked whether the definition of 
the subject matter in the claim is broad enough or whether this claim may be avoided easily. The third 
test is the verifiability test. Here, it is to be tested whether an infringement of the claim may be legally 
proven. In detail:  
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The infringer test 

This test is the conceptual experiment of an infringement situation; the who - how - where of the 
infringement are to be inquired after.  

• Who may be the infringer? If, e.g. an infringement of the claim is only possible in a private 
situation, such a claim's value is questionable. 

• Where does the infringement take place? If the infringement necessarily only takes place 
abroad, or if the claim claims both sides of an intercontinental data transfer, such a claim 
appears to be of questionable value in a territory. 

• How is infringed? Product-by-process and method claims, wherein the indirect method product 
would be the only infringement, are to be examined particularly exactly.  

The scope-of-protection test

In order to obtain as broad a scope of protection for the invention as possible, it is necessary to review 
a claim as to whether 

•  the individual feature is technically at all required for limitation over the prior art; 
•  whether the individual feature is defined broadly enough.  

Every unnecessary feature ought to be deleted and features with too narrow a wording ought to be 
defined more broadly. This is true for all features of the claim, as explained above, both for features 
which are new according to the author's (current) opinion and for features describing the (often 
alleged) prior art.  

The verifiability test:

The possibilities of getting pre-information on infringements are limited in Germany; therefore, it 
always ought to be checked whether the existence of the examined feature can be verified in the 
infringement procedure. Possibly, a feature that cannot be verified reasonably, e.g. by a structure 
resulting from the use of a process, may be replaced by a feature which can be verified more easily, in 
the example e.g. the structure instead of the method creating it.  

4.3 Dependent claims - subclaims 
It is the subclaims' function to define fall-back positions for the examination procedure. Features from 
the description may also be used to later supplement the claim if they are sufficiently disclosed. 
Subclaims, however, are already examined for their patentability in the first office action or in the 
search report (if the Examining Division works correctly). Then, applicant has the possibility already 
to recognize after the first office action or the search report which features are considered by the 
Examining Division to be suitable as a limitation against the found prior art.  

However, subclaims may also subtly affect the interpretation of the independent patent claim. If, e.g. a 
"support is affixed" in patent claim 1 and if the dependent claim defines that the "support is affixed in 
a torque-proof way", it results in reverse that the meaning of the word "affixed" in the independent 
claim also covers attachments which allow the support to rotate.  

Since subclaims are subject to fees in many countries, their number has to be balanced against the 
achieved benefit. Normally, subclaims only ought to be drafted if they have a certain likelihood to be 
accepted as patentable against the main claim. In contrast, narrower embodiments of the invention 
which are close to the main claim ought to be disclosed in the description but should not be worded as 
subclaims. A subclaim is only reasonable if it has still a certain scope of protection. Often, subclaims 
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with practically no scope of protection are drafted, e.g. if the subclaim claims a concrete value within a 
range in the main claim.  

It is smoothly possible in Europe to highly reduce the number of claims by multiple references. In the 
case of a subsequent application in the U.S., this is definitely to be changed. There, multiple references 
are to be avoided; they are expensive and easily lead to confusion and errors. Reversedly, it is no 
problem in the U.S. to get alternative claims of the same category.  

Finally, it is sensible to direct at least one subclaim to the next larger unit used in an invention. For 
example, the invention could relate to a new electric connection for a heated rear window of a car. It 
may then be sensible also to direct a claim to a "rear window of a car with an electric connection 
according to one of the claims 1 - ...". The advantage of such a claim is in the calculation of the 
damages according to the license analogy. Given the fictive license of 5 %, 100 % are decisive: is it 
the electric connection traded at a couple of cents' price or the far more expensive rear window of a car 
with this connection. 

Whether it is possible in the individual case to actually obtain higher compensation for damages with 
this subclaim is not certain. However, the position at court is better in any case if the patent comprises 
such a claim. Similar considerations apply for license negotiations.  

4.4 Alternative claims 
Alternative claims, i.e. same-category independent claims with different definitions, should only be set 
up relatively rarely; however, in individual cases they may be of core importance. An important 
example are inventions which are directed to two functional units being traded separately but tuned to 
each other, such as sender and receiver (e.g. for a new mobile radio network). It is a deadly sin in this 
case to only direct claims to one side. Often, this error cannot be corrected later on3.  

It is true that the Law states in § 34 (5) PatG that the application may only contain a single invention or 
a group of inventions, interconnected in that they realize a single inventive idea. However, this is a 
mere order regulation which has no influence on the patent's validity or scope of protection. The 
examination for unity is the Patent Office's task. The definition of patent claims with maximum scope 
of protection is the patent attorney's task. Of course, outgrowth is to be avoided. But good patent 
applications often have lack-of-unity objections. However, a "conceptual concision" for fear of lack of 
unity is absolutely to be avoided.  

In the worst case, a lack-of-unity objection coerces a divisional application; should the financial 
framework not allow it, it may still be renounced after the claims, which were objected to as lacking 
unity, have been re-worded as dependent claims or been deleted entirely. 

This, however, happens along after the day of application when the knowledge of the invention, of its 
relevant aspects and of the prior art is far more developed than at the time of drafting the patent 
application. 

Making an alternative claim a subclaim by defining "... method according to claim 1, ..., using [feature 
A] instead of [feature B]" is not advisable. Already for formal reasons (clarity) and for the obvious 
circumvention of the unity requirements, such claims will mostly not be successful.  

4.5 Examples for dangerous wordings 
Words are the problem of all infringement procedures. There is almost no infringement case where the 
decision on an infringement does not depend on some view words, often only a single word. 
Therefore, one ought to avoid particular deficiencies of terms or wordings. This is true both for 
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independent, dependent, and alternative claims. Some important individual aspects are considered in 
the following.  

Only aiming at a result or at a function entails the danger that the claim becomes unclear and the scope 
of protection far too broad. Therefore, Examiners are very critical of such "task-like" wordings, only 
indicating the aim but not the means to the aim4. On the other hand, if it is sufficiently clear, a 
functional definition may be the only possibility to achieve the appropriate range of protection for an 
important invention.  

In many cases, applicants start with a very broad functional wording, but cave in completely after the 
Examiner's first clarity objection; they take up many features which are neither required for a 
limitation against the prior art nor for a clear technical definition of the invention. In mechanics, a 
middle course is often recommendable, i.e. to indicate a view less substantial structural elements 
together with a final functional feature, describing the interaction between those elements.  

In particular the best inventors tend to describe their inventions in an industry jargon or an internal 
laboratory jargon. Naturally, that entails the danger that other skilled persons do not know these 
expressions or do not understand them in the same way. Thus, a patent application only should use 
expressions that generally exist in the technical language and as they are understood there.  

A patent claim is a technical teaching for activity; it has to say how something is done, not why 
something works. The theory may be highly interesting and worthy of a prize in a publication. As a 
rule, a theory has no business in a patent application, in particular in the claim wording. In particular if 
the theory later proves to be wrong, this may have fatal consequences. As in all documents directed to 
a certain purpose it applies: If explanations (here the theory) have no effect in the best case, i.e. cannot 
further the case, they ought to be left out.  

Formulas are excellent means of technical definition. Mathematical formulas as well as chemical 
formulas should be used whenever possible. However, in the case of mathematical formula it is to be 
taken into consideration whether the calculation determined by the formula or only the result is 
decisive. Both cases require different formulations in the claim.  

Numerical restrictions, i.e. indications of a range, are often well suited for defining the invention's 
subject matter. However, it is to be carefully examined in any case:  

• Is there a definition for the feature of which the range is claimed? This is often contravened. It 
is absolutely and always to be considered whether a definition (DIN norm, ASTM, detailed 
description) is required in order to clearly define the indicated range. 

• Are the invention's examples within the range? The question appears to be trivial; however, 
when patent application's are reviewed, it appears that this is often violated. 

• Is the indicated range sufficient to limit the subject matter of the claim against the prior art? 
This is a complex topic which is well evaluated differently by German courts and by the EPO. 
It is briefly referred to the detailed comments on this problem5.  

If indications of percentages are used to determine ranges, it is to be evaluated exactly whether the sum 
of all percentages results in 100 %. This is often not easy in cases of three components and leads to 
definitions which may be incurably unclear.  

Negative features are often encountered in practice. Negative features, excluding specific ranges or 
embodiments, have generally a very broad definition. As already mentioned, "the world without Paris" 
is far more than "the city of Vienna".  
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Terminal definitions in a feature often restrict the scope of protection extremely. It is always to be 
examined very carefully whether such a feature is really required in the concrete case or whether this 
causes enormous problems, even up to a practically missing scope of protection. As a rule, it is far 
better to operate with negative features purposefully (e.g. to say of a mixture that it is "free of 
solvents" and not "consisting of …..").  

Sometimes - in particular in U.S. applications - it is tried to circumvent the restriction by a terminal 
definition in that one says "consisting essentially of". Generally, this is as unfavorable an expression as 
possible. It is enormously unclear. Instead, it should always be tried to define a highly precautionary 
limitation in preferred embodiments, i.e. in subclaims, by specific negative features.  

EXERCISE

Draft a set of patent claims for the above-explained invention of Mr. Smart. Assume that his prior-art 
information is correct.  

5. Description
Having formulated the claims with all categories and the most important subclaims, the description can 
relatively easily be written to match the claims. It is harder vice versa since the description should 
contain more, but by no means less, disclosure than the claims.  

5.1. Construction of the description 
The description should be oriented on the following questions: 

• What is it about? 
• What was known? 
• Why the invention? 
• What is the invention? 
• What are the invention's advantages? 
• What examples are there?  

This natural construction only should be deviated from in exceptional cases while writing the 
description. For example, the question "Why does the invention function?" does not belong in the 
description. The author of an application ought to consider this direction profoundly, since an even 
broader claim of the principle underlying the invention may result. However, such considerations are 
not part of the reworkable technical teaching which a patent application is to provide the skilled 
persons with; in the best case, they have no disadvantageous consequences for the scope of protection, 
as explained. The following addresses the individual sections of the description:  

5.1.1 What is it about? 
The introductory sentences sketch the field to which the invention relates. Here, only very general 
hints are advised. Typical wordings are:  

„The invention relates to new block-copolymers, method for their production and catalysts used in this 
method."

„The invention relates to the CDMA telephone technology."  

It is important that there is not yet any kind of definition of the invention such as "the invention is a 
new buzz saw with chrome-plated saw blades". Neither the title nor this introductory passage should 
say anything about the invention's features, its advantages etc. The officer classifying the invention 
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should only be given some help. Moreover, the patent's reader should be briefly introduced to what he 
will find in the following.  

5.1.2 What was known? 
This apparently simply chapter conceals some traps. The following method and principles should 
absolutely be complied with.  

Discussions of the prior art are not necessary for the application, neither according to the Law nor 
according to some regulation. If an application is to be drafted under much time pressure, this chapter 
simply should be left out. It is always possible to add explanations of the prior art to a patent 
application after the application day. Normally, such explanations cannot cause an inadmissible 
enlargement.  

On the contrary, explanations according to which certain technical features of feature combinations 
were known from the prior art can do much damage. On the one hand, such explanations can e.g. not 
be reversed in the U.S.. A patent application may be rejected just due to such explanations, pointing 
out that the invention resulted obviously from the prior art indicated by applicant. Moreover, 
explanations according to which certain elements or feature combinations were known prevent that 
one can later fall back to such features or feature combinations as being decisive for the invention.  

Finally, an editorial re-wording of, for example, the content of a patent specification from the prior art 
entails grave dangers. The reworded text in this form is not part of the prior art. Often, the 
momentousness of this difference is unforeseeable. Therefore, it is highly recommendable to cite and 
not to paraphrase or comment the prior art.  

5.1.3 Why the invention? 
This chapter is to indicate the entire disclosure for wording a task, for wording the problem underlying 
the invention. This chapter is of core importance. Together with the subsequent section, this chapter is 
to give the reader and thus the Examiner a light-bulb moment. This takes the first hurdle to 
patentability.  

This "sales chapter of the invention" should show all particular problems dealt with by the invention or 
individual embodiments. It is absolutely to be avoided to define the task or the aims of the invention 
too narrowly. Therefore, the specific tasks are always to be assigned to an embodiment of the 
invention (naturally not yet mentioned). For example:  

"One of the problems of the preferred embodiment is to attain a high yield".  

All positive effects, synergisms, advantages, surprising results may be included here, worded as a 
problem. However, it is sometimes also more purposeful to have the problem generally point out that 
the prior art's disadvantages are to be avoided. Then, the actual advantages and effects, synergisms and 
surprises are described subsequent to the invention.  

5.1.4 What is the invention? What are its advantages? 
Utter care is to be applied here. Every "the invention consists of..." or "according to the invention, it 
is..." assigns the corresponding features or feature combinations necessarily to the invention's subject 
matter. 

Then, it will generally not be possible to leave this definition again. Therefore, this wording is 
absolutely to be avoided. In exaggeration: 
One should not say what the invention is, but only what embodiments of the invention are.  
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On the other hand, it will not be possible to be too imprecise, since the desired light-bulb effect is not 
reached. The reader has to realize why the embodiments of the invention solve the prior art problems. 
The wording of the claims may be copied directly; however, run-on sentences are to be avoided for a 
better readability. Moreover, the "invention" per se should never be referred to, if possible, but only 
preferred embodiments thereof.  

As an alternative to a repetition of the wording, one may write: "The independent claims claim the 
invention. Preferred embodiments are contained in the subclaims." Such a reference prevents having to 
adapt this part of the description to amended claims later on. On the other hand, it becomes harder to 
cause said light-bulb effect of the reader. Moreover, this method entails the danger that a later 
adaptation of the claims looses disclosure of the description. Therefore, the substantially literal 
repetition of the claims in the description is preferable. 

In any case, one should avoid that some feature is described as being necessary part of the invention. 
An application is never to contain  

"feature X is of particular importance for the invention ".  

This is an unnecessary emphasis and limitation of the possible claim content.  

The same criteria apply to the additional features corresponding to the subclaims. These are only 
further embodiments or a preferred embodiment. There are never sentences like:  

"According to the invention, a low-pass filter at the output is also provided."  

It may be purposeful to formulate individual features different from the wording in the claims. Here, 
one also has to pay close attention that this generates no equalization and thus limitation of the 
invention.  

Therefore not: "according to the invention, is..." but "according to a further embodiment of the 
invention, is...".  

All known technical means may be used for defining the embodiments, but have to be inspected 
critically under the individual situation. 

Examples are:  

• tables for ranges increase the retrieval and the readability of the technical information; 
• diagrams; 
• micro-biological definitions; 
• indication of the ternary combination by the usual diagrams; 
• mathematical formula; 
• computer programs or computer-program parts. Such disclosures are to be handled with care. 

Generally, a structogram or an information-processing method described by individual stages is 
better; 

• chemical structural formula; 
• indication of percentages. As already mentioned, it is to be examined exactly whether the 

definition makes sense or not, in particular in situations with three or more components; cf. the 
following example:  

„5% to 95% A, 5% to 95% B and 11% to 17% C“
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Such a definition may mean that the 11% to 17% are related to A + B equals 100 %. However, this is 
not necessarily the case unless pointed out explicitly. Moreover, attention is always to be paid whether 
the percentages are percent by weight, percent by volume or anther kind of percent.  

Once one has a good definition for a feature or simply a good name for a feature, this should 
absolutely be included in the application, even if there is not yet a precedent. This opens up 
unexpected argumentation possibilities for novelty and inventive step. Here, the author's technically-
linguistic creativity is in demand.  

The level of detail of the invention's embodiments' description should increase gradually. If there is no 
further disclosure between the broad claim 1 and the exact example 1, this distance is generally too 
big. 

This aspect is very important. Nets of the below-described kind have to be cast for two reasons: On the 
one hand, fall-back positions need to be created should the broadest claim not be patentable. Moreover, 
the disclosure inherent to such nets can always be used to find a disclosure sufficient for the broad 
claim's scope of protection. Such narrower definitions of preferred ranges or embodiments may be 
described in words and in numbers.  

Nets may be cast by using alternative words, alternative descriptions, alternative definitions in the 
description. The words of the claim and the alternative words must never be equalized. This would 
limit the scope of protection rather than expand it. The alternatives are always another embodiment.  

Another possibility to cast nets is to conceal the removal of limitations, e.g. by sentences like the 
following, further explaining a chemical process:  

„According to the invention, the succession of the method steps plays no role. The steps may be 
performed in any arbitrary succession. The specifically disclosed succession is preferred.“  

The use of a list of features in conjunction with the hint that every subcombination of the features is an 
embodiment of the invention is also meaningful. The latter does not necessarily have to function, but it 
is at least possible to refer to such a disclosure and to make a desired subcombination of features the 
subject matter of a claim.  

Linguistic beauty does not harm the wording of a description, but is irrelevant for the scope of 
protection. The repeated use of words like "preferably", "preferred" may astonish at first. However, it 
is important to avoid the impression that a particular embodiment was "the invention". However, the 
technical content of the invention ought to be described as interestingly as possible. This often obtains 
helpful additional disclosures.  

5.1.5 What examples are there? 
The existing and conceivable examples are to be described in this section. If the number of examples is 
very large, a reasonable selection has to be made. However, in particular in view of a possible later 
U.S. application, it may not be of such a kind that only the good results are explained, leaving out the 
others. However, it is admissible to say with regard to a bad result that a bad result was obtained for 
this or that reason. For every example it is to be examined carefully whether it is covered by the main 
claim.  

In the case of describing drawings as a specific form of examples, it is often helpful to use a list of 
reference numerals and also a word list. This facilitates the reader's reading and the author's review 
whether all features to be seen in the drawing are described in the text. If features are only disclosed in 
the drawing, they can hardly, sometimes not at all, be taken up into the claims. Therefore, elements, 
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parts and structures of the drawing ought to be described in a sufficiently detailed manner, i.e. with a 
general expression and with a specific expression.  

5.2. The best of both worlds: Keep "Best Mode" secret? 
Initially, it appears to the applicant that the best embodiment (Best Mode) of the invention, e.g. the 
parameters with which the new method really functions, can be kept as company secret and that a 
patent can simultaneously be filed, covering this best mode in its scope of protection. 

This procedure is possible in most countries of the world. However, it also entails risks, e.g. the single 
danger that the competitor himself finds the best embodiment and obtains a dependent patent. Not 
having an own right of prior use, one may depend on a license or crosslicense with the third party.  

Anyway, it is impossible to proceed likewise in the U.S.. He who does not disclose the best mode of 
his patent in the U.S. has an unenforceable protective right, 35 USC 112, the so-called Best Mode 
Requirement. Of course, this affects applications in other countries if their priority is to be used for a 
subsequent application in the U.S.. Thus, the Best Mode will have to be described in the applications 
unless one wants to run the risk of loosing the priority.  

EXERCISE

Formulate the description to the patent claims worded in part 2.  

6. Summary
For the summary, we recommend breaking down the independent claim with the largest technical 
disclosure into a succession of readable sentences to be used as the summary. While writing the 
summary, never insert a feature, just come to mind, without adding it to 

the description. This is a deadly sin. The summary only serves for the public's technical information 
(e.g. in data banks) and is not available as disclosure for later supplementations of the claims! (cf. Art. 
85 EPC; § 36 PatG)  

Discussion of the exercise results  

As already explained in the introduction, there is neither a perfect patent application nor a perfect 
patent claim. The comparison to various attacked embodiments also realizing the basic concept of Mr. 
Smart, i.e. to provide a goalkeeper glove with over-extension protection, shows which wordings are 
better or worse suited for protecting the invention. 

Since the prior art does not know a support effective against an overextension of a goalkeeper glove, 
every patent claim should be separable, if it claims this new and certainly also inventive function; this 
is independent of how this function is precisely achieved. This may not work immediately. Here, 
however, fighting with the Examining Division is worth-while; this will become apparent from the 
following discussion.  

1. The claim of the granted patent 
The exercise is based on the German patent DE 35 16 545 C2 (copy as Enclosure A3). Representative 
of the claims drafted by the seminar participants, the granted independent claim 1 of this patent is 
discussed:  

„Glove, particularly goal keeper glove, wherein the glove‘s back consists of two material layers, 
characterized in that the inner material layer substantially guarantees tensile strength but is flexible 
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at least in certain surface regions of the glove‘s back, and in that the exterior material layer consists 
of substantially pressure-resistant elements being strung together in longitudinal direction, being 
settled on the inner material layer in forming gaps in that they blockingly abut short before the glove‘s 
stretching position“.  

To illustrate the problems entailed by some claim wordings in the infringement procedure, this claim is 
subsequently compared to two different embodiments, developed after the patent application's 
publication. To this end, an analysis of features of the above claim is first set up; then it is examined 
whether all features of this claim are realized in the respectively attacked embodiment. This is the only 
case of a literal infringement. Considerations regarding an equivalent infringement are to be left out 
mainly. It has to be every patent application's aim to define as large a scope of protection for a literal 
patent infringement as possible. The equivalent infringement is only a makeshift on which one cannot 
rely.  

2. The analysis of features of the granted claim 
The analysis of features breaks the claim down into its individual features. This is a means developed 
by the jurisdiction. The separation into individual features is done differently; in the end, it cannot 
affect the decision whether the patent is infringed or not. 
In the present case, a possible analysis of features of the granted patent claim is as follows:  

Glove, particularly goal keeper glove  

a. the glove‘s back consists of two material layers;

b. the inner material layer substantially guarantees tensile strength but is flexible at least in certain 
surface regions of the glove‘s back;

c. the exterior material layer consists of substantially pressureresistant elements being strung together 
in longitudinal direction;

d. the substantially pressure-resistant elements are settled on the inner material layer in forming gaps 
in that they blockingly abut short before the glove‘s stretching position.  

Only if a goalkeeper glove realizes all features a. - d., it infringes the patent claim.  

3. The attacked embodiments 
The two attacked embodiments are goalkeeper gloves according to the generic term of patent claim 1. 
There is no problem insofar. However, rigid bodies arranged directly on the exterior of a goalkeeper 
gloves are a considerable risk for injuries of players in body contact with the goalkeeper. Therefore, 
none of the attacked glove models has hard plastic bodies arranged directly on the glove's exterior. 
Instead, individual protective elements against over-stretching the fingers are integrated in the glove 
back's interior. This is shown by the following section through such a glove: 
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Integration of protective element against over-stretching in the glove backs in the attacked 
embodiments. The various layers are numbered; layer 3 is the integrated protective element.  

The illustration shows that the glove back consists doubtlessly of more than two material layers  

=> feature a. with its terminal wording "consists of two material layers" leads to a non-
infringement of this feature by both attacked goalkeeper gloves.

One could object that a patent claim is to be interpreted (cf. § 14 Pat G, Art. 69 EPC) and that the 
description might show the skilled person that the glove's back may also consist of more than two 
material layers. However, the general part of the description lacks every hint in this direction and the 
description of the preferred embodiment once more states with alarming clarity:  

„The goalkeeper glove shown in fig. 1 consists at its back of two material layers; this can be seen in 
fig. 2.".“ 
(DE 35 16 545 C2, Enclosure A3, column 1, l. 62)  

Here, too, an entirely terminal definition of the formation of the glove's back is used without any hint 
to modifications with more than two material layers.  

Even if the author did not consider more than two layers when wording the claim (one cannot consider 
everything in advance), the use of a more open wording such as "the glove's back comprises at least 
two material layers" would lead to the literal realization of feature a. in the attacked embodiments. The 
prior art does not compel to a limitation to exactly two material layers.  

3.1. The first attacked embodiment 
Maybe a court can be convinced that feature a. is at least infringed under the doctrine of equivalence. 
Then, it still has to be examined whether the other features are realized. In the first attacked 
embodiment, the support element integrated into the glove's back has the following shape:  
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The support element of the first attacked embodiment in a configuration bent in the gripping 
direction (left) and in the extended arrangement (right), where the blocking elements abut.  

The support element consists of a thin but tearproof plastic foil on which a series of blocking bodies is 
arranged. The flexible foil allows bending in the gripping direction. However, in the extended position, 
the blocking bodies abut and prevent the support element from being bent in the other direction. If 
such a support element is integrated into the glove's back behind every finger, the goalkeeper's hand is 
protected against over-stretching.  

A comparison of this construction with the features b. - d. of the claim results in the following:  

• The plastic foil is an inner material layer which substantially guarantees tensile strength but is 
flexible. Feature b. is therefore fulfilled. 

• The blocking bodies form pressure-resistant elements being strung together in longitudinal 
direction. Therefore, feature c. is also realized. 

• Finally, forming gaps (cf. illustration top left), the blocking bodies are arranged on the plastic 
foil such that they blockingly abut short before the glove's stretching position. Therefore, 
feature d. is also realized. 

Ignoring feature a., the first attacked embodiment is doubtlessly covered by the literal scope of 
protection of the claim. This is not particularly surprising since, apart from the integration into the 
glove's back, the first embodiment corresponds substantially to the preferred embodiment of the 
invention (cf. the first sketch of Mr. Smart and the illustration of the attacked embodiment, top left). 
Such a scope of protection is the absolute minimum to be performed by a patent.  

3.2. The second attacked embodiment 
The support element of the second attacked embodiment also protects against over-stretching of the 
fingers: 
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The support element of the second attacked embodiment   

This element consists of a series of pin-jointed rigid plastic elements. The joints are made such that 
bending in the gripping direction is possible without resistance; however, short before the stretching 
position, blocking is also achieved so that the support element cannot be bent into the other direction. 

The following illustration shows a detailed photo of two elements, showing the design of the joints 
more clearly:  

 
A comparison of this support element with features b. - d. of the granted patent claim, the following 
results:  

• this embodiment does not use an interior and an exterior material layer, there is in particular no 
interior flexible material layer, guaranteeing tensile strength. Therefore, feature b. is not 
realized. 

• The plastic elements are substantially pressure-resistant elements, being strung together in 
longitudinal direction. Therefore, feature c. is realized. 

• However, these elements are not settled on an interior layer, but are pin-jointed. Therefore, 
feature d. is also not realized. 

Even if the problem of feature a. is ignored (the unfortunate use of the word "consist"), there is 
certainly no literal infringement, since features b. and d. are not realized. It will also rather not be 
possible to assume an equivalent infringement. There is an equivalent effect, but it appears to be 
unlikely that the skilled person could have found this other solution, starting from the claim's meaning.  
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4. Conclusion 
Could it have been avoided? Restraint is advisable. Knowing the attacked embodiment, one always 
knows how the claim should have been worded. 
The following "errors", however, ought to have been avoided: 

• The use of the word "consist" instead of a more open wording such as "comprise". 
• To overtly adjust the description to the single preferred embodiment. 
• The principle underlying the invention has not been worded. The limitation to the explained 

embodiment is not done due to dense prior art but only because a sufficient abstraction from 
the concrete technical solution did not work. Certainly, a more functional claim wording, at 
best using blocking bodies as constructive elements, would have let to a broader scope of 
protection.  

As a result, a patent was created which offered the inventor too little protection. A basic principle was 
disclosed to the public, but only one concrete embodiment was protected; it can be circumvented 
relatively simply. 

 
 
 
 

Footnotes: 

1 see e.g. BGH GRUR 1984, page 425 „Bierklärmittel“.  

2 cf. e.g. BGH Lactame GRUR 1972,642; Bruchhausen GRUR 1979, 743, Schulte loc. cit. no. 307 ff. 
to § 1 

3 cf. e.g. BGH GRUR 1987 „Rundfunkübertragungssystem“ 

4 cf. "Guidelines for the examination in the European Patent Office" chapter III C 4.7 

5 cf. Schulte loc. cit. no. 110 – 116 to § 3 PatG 
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